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Abstract
Introduction: Theory of mind is one of the most important aspects of cognitive faculty. The
theory of mind is impaired in individuals who suffer from mental disorders like autistic
children. The ‘autistic-like’ behaviors also have been reported in the congenitally blind
children. This study was conducted to examine the presence or absence of theory of mind and
its function in congenitally blind children.
Materials and methods: A number of 20 individuals containing 10 bilingual congenitally
blind children from Baghcheban elementary school of Ilam city as a case group and 10
sighted ones as a control group were selected. Three kinds of false belief cognitive tests
appropriate for the congenitally blind children were designed. The collected data were
analyzed using one sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, independent t-test along with Levenn
test and one-way and two-way Analysis of Variance.
Results: Considering the performance of congenitally blind children in false belief tasks, the
blindness just had effect on the story narration task (P<0.05(, while it did not have any effect
on the two other tasks. The same performance of the male and female subjects indicated that
gender did not have any impact on the development of the theory of mind (P>0.05).
Conclusion: The findings showed only the story narration task was affected by blindness,
because this task was more dependent on visual sense. Therefore, blindness results in delay in
evolution of theory of mind. To fix this delay, the congenitally blind children should be
exposed to further tactile and olfactory inputs.
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Introduction
Social interaction is one of the most
important differences between human and
animal. Presence of this feature in
individuals requires one knows how others
think and how they feel. This mindreading capacity is known as “theory of
mind” (1, 2). Premack and Woodruff (2)

for the first time defined the theory of
mind in “Does the chimpanzee have a
theory of mind”?, As the ability to
interpret others’ behaviors in terms of
mental states such as ideas, conceptions,
passions, wills, tendencies, knowledge and
to understand that these mental states in
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other individuals are distinct from one's
own. Neuroscientists identified some brain
regions associated with the theory of mind
by the neuroimaging study of human and
animal’s brain.
The specific types of cells termed as
‘mirror neurons’ have been observed in the
temporal lobes of non-human primates.
These neurons activate during the certain
hand or mouth action or the mere
observation of the creature’s imitation of
our behavior. The greater density of these
neurons has been discovered in the ventral
premotor cortex of macaque monkeys
(area F5), which this area was parallel with
the Broca area in humans (3, 4). In the
human brain, The STS (Superior Temporal
Sulcus) cells activate when people observe
that others imitate their actions which it
indicates the presence of mirror neuron in
this area (5). The mirror neurons give us
information about others' wills and feeling.
Therefore, it considered to be the basic
neural system from which the theory of
mind developed. People will be able to
imagine themselves in the position of
others and understand them and their
conditions through the mirror neurons.
fMRI studies of the human brain indicated
that also the observation of a mimed action
activates the mirror neurons (4). From an
evolutionary viewpoint, observing the
others imitation of our behaviors is the
basis of the theory of mind evolution. The
brain areas that engage in the theory of
mind faculty are a neural network
including the frontal lobes, the Superior
Temporal Sulcus (STS), the Anterior
Cingulate Cortex or ACC (the information
of motor cortex, the spinal cord, prefrontal
cortex, thalamus, and brainstem nuclei are
received by the ACC and it placed in the
Brodmann areas 24, 25 and 33), and the
inferior parietal cortex (6).
Many separate brain circuits are
responsible for the process of social
understanding. Three of which particularly
the theory of mind network (the medial
Prefrontal Cortex (mPFC), TemporoParietal Junction (TPJ), temporal poles and
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precuneus (7, 8) and the mirror neuron
system (Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG) and
Inferior Parietal Lobe (IPL)) (12, 9).
However, the neural regions of the theory
of mind are not limited to the mentioned
regions (10).
The ontogeny of theory of mind in
children: The argument about ToM can be
traced back in the philosophical debate of
Descartes' Second Meditation, which
paves the way for the evolution of the
theory of mind. Some scientists like
Carruthers (11), Moore (12), Flavell and
Miller (13) suggested divergent theories
about the children's development of the
theory of mind. The three most important
of these theories are Theory-Theory (TT),
Modular Theory, and Simulation Theory
which briefly review in the following:
Theory-Theory (TT): In theory-theory, it
is assumed that the theory of mind is
innate. This theory is considered as a
scientific or in the psychological term as
an argument about the minds of others. It
evolves spontaneously and intrinsically,
while social interactions also affect its
evolutionary process (11). According to
this theory, a child’s thinking mature
through scientific discovery. Therefore,
individual’s experience plays a vital role in
the evolution of the theory of mind faculty
(14).
Modular Theory: This theory suggests
that there is a separate area for the theory
of mind in the brain that only deals with
social information processing and is
independent of the other cognitive abilities
(15). Also, this theory assumes the theory
of mind as an innate faculty (16). In other
words, the development of the theory of
mind mainly depends on neurological
maturation (17).
Simulation Theory: The simulation
theory suggests that children are aware of
their mental states intrinsically and
through the capability of imagery “see
through someone else's eyes” calculate and
predict the mental states of other people
(18). Namely, before doing anything, they
imagine the reaction of others to their
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actions (19). This theory proposes that
infants perceive others' mental states such
as ideas, tendencies, wills, and excitements
through their introspective experience
(20). According to ‘simulation theory’,
mirror neurons are considered to be very
important; it means that these neurons first
simulate the actions, and then the
observers deduce the others' wills via their
conceptual capacity (21). Baron-Cohen
(22) clarifies the ontogeny of the theory of
mind mechanisms according to the
modularity hypothesis of the theory of
mind. He believes that a man is equipped
with an innate ‘hard-wired’ base for the
acquisition of the theory of mind.
The human infant drew a distinction
between a movement of animate and
inanimate things around the six months of
age. Joint attention faculty will be evolved
in the infant about 12 months of age. Joint
attention makes mention of the cognitive
faculty that shape a triple representation
contains the infant’s own recognition, the
agent’s recognition (like babysitter), and
the object which is in the infant’s vision.
About the age of 14–18 months, the
human infant pays attention to the people
and objects in its surrounding. At time, the
infant begins to comprehend the mental
states of others (23). In the 18-24 months
of age the kid is capable of doing what
Leslie (24) called ‘decoupling’, it means
that s/he is able to distinguish between
reality and pretense. In other words, the
infant can make difference between the
physical and abstract events and begins to
take part in ‘pretend play’. The infants
through participating in the pretend play
can pretend to understand others which
this process is the beginning of the
formation of a mental faculty. Also, in the
same age, the infants can identify
themselves and others in a mirror (25).
The ability to make a distinction between
the children's own and others’ beliefs just
occur at the age of 3-4 years old in the
normal children. Gradually, at the age 5 or
6, the theory of mind appears in the normal
children and they can understand that
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individuals can have beliefs about another
person’s beliefs. These beliefs can be right
or wrong. At the same age, they can pass
the false belief tasks (26).
The impaired theory of mind or mindblindness means facing trouble with
having a viewpoint. It means that persons
with an impaired theory of mind cannot
understand their own and other’s ideas.
They cannot recognize other’s mental
states like their ideas, tendencies, and etc.,
and even they are not aware that how their
behavior affect others (27). For the first
time, Keeler (28) has observed in his
research that congenitally blind children,
like those with autism spectrum, suffered
from social isolation and language
disturbances. Other scholars by observing
the certain features of autistic children like
social isolation, inability to apply reflexive
pronouns, repetitive gestures, using
stereotyped statements in congenitally
blinds have also confirmed the similarity
between them (29, 30, 31). According to
some scientific studies on the theory of
mind, the congenitally blind subjects,
because of their defect, face with delay in
the acquisition of social, cognitive, and
linguistic abilities which they will
overcome it by the school age. Due to the
importance of these abilities in the growth
of the theory of mind during infancy, the
age of blind subjects to assessing the
theory of mind through the cognitive tasks
was considered to be more than that of
sighted ones (32, 29, 33).
To date, as far as this matter is concerned,
there is not any study about the theory of
mind in the Kurdish-Persian congenitally
blind children based on the cognitive and
linguistics tasks. Therefore, the main aim
of the present research is to analyze the
presence or absence of the theory of mind
in the congenitally blind children and to
specify the differences between the
congenitally blind children and the sighted
ones performance. Considering this goal,
we are trying to answer the following
questions: 1- how is the theory of mind
faculty in congenitally blinds children
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compared to the sighted ones? 2- How is
the function of the theory of mind
regarding the age variable, in congenitally
blinds children?
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Materials and methods
This study is a descriptive-analytic study
which aims at investigating the function of
the theory of mind in the Kurdish-Persian
congenitally blind children from the
elementary level of Baghcheban school,
the blind and deaf school, in Ilam
province. Demographic characteristics of
the participants were the same; in addition,
all of them were right handed, mentally
and cognitively intact, and in the moderate
level of intelligence. Fortunately, due to
the pre-pregnancy and pregnancy tests
such as genetic screening, vaccination
against rubella, diabetes and other prenatal
cares, the numbers of congenitally blind
infants have been decreased at birth that
there were only 20 blind children in Ilam
province in 2017. Only 10 of them were
eligible to participate in the experiments.
Therefore, two groups of participants
contain the experimental group (three age
levels 6 to 9 years old (6-7, 7-8 and 8-9
years old)) and their equivalent control
groups which abbreviated by “1”, “2” and
“3” were selected. The research
instruments were three kinds of false belief
cognitive tasks that were designed and
localized to measure ToM development in
the congenitally blind children. All three
tasks were presented in a narrative form:
a. Sally and Ann task (Change of
Location): This task was designed by
Baron-Cohen and colleagues (34). In the
present study, this task was localized by
changing the characters names Sally and
Ann to Sara and Ali and chocolate was
used instead of marble. In the story
scenario, there were two characters named
Ali and Sara. Sara had a basket and Ali
had a box in his hand. Sara put the
chocolate in her basket and left the room.
While she has gone, Ali took the chocolate
out of the basket and put it in his box.
Suddenly, Sara returned. Then, a false
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belief question (where will Sara seek for
her chocolate when she returns?) was
asked from the children. Afterwards, the
memory questions (Where did she put the
chocolate before she went out? and where
is the chocolate now?) were asked.
Memory test questions were required to
measure the children’s knowledge about
the present position of the moved object
and its previous position. If the child said
that she will look for it in her basket, s/he
took one point in the false belief task. To
get a passing score (one point) in the
memory questions, the child must
correctly point to the current and previous
position of the moved object. The 2 points
were considered as a passing score in this
task.
b. Story narration: The second tools for
measuring ToM was from Peterson and
Webb (33). This task contained a basket, a
box, and a wallet full of coin money. All
three objects were shown to the child and
s/he was allowed to touch them. Before the
child very eyes, the first examiner put the
coin in the box and left the room. The
second examiner drew a coin out of the
box and put it inside the wallet. Then, the
child was questioned, when the first
examiner returns where will s/he search
for the coin? If the child answered inside
the box, s/he passed this task and
otherwise, s/he failed. The memory
questions were raised as follows: where
the first examiner put the coin before s/he
went out? And where's the coin now?
c. Content change task (change of
content): This task was designed by
McAllen & Moore's task (35). This task
was adopted by alternation of a milk
container which was contained water with
a warm teapot which was in fact filled
with hot water. In this task, a teapot filled
with hot water was given to the child and
s/he was asked to touch it, in order to
guess its contents. S/he by utilizing his/her
prior experience assumes that it should
contain tea. Afterwards, s/he was told to
drink the teapot contents. After drinking,
s/he realized that hot water was inside it.
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The child was presented the following
false belief questions: 1-what they thought
was inside the teapot? And 2-what would
another person (who did not see the
content of the teapot) think was inside the
teapot? To pass these questions, s/he
should say that tea had been there. The
false belief questions were followed by
this memory question: what is in the teapot
now and before drinking its content, what
would they think was inside it?
To get the acceptance score in all tasks, it
is necessary to pass both the memory and
false belief questions. It means that the
passing score in each false belief task was
“2” (for correct answer to both the
memory and false belief tasks questions)
and failing score was zero (either the
questions of the memory and false belief
tasks were answered incorrectly or only
the questions of memory were answered
incorrectly). Therefore, getting the total 6
scores was required to pass all three tasks.
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Statistical analysis
In order to examine the statistical effect of
the factors including visual state, age, and
gender on false belief tasks, the parametric
tests were applied which using it
confirmed by one sample K-S. So, to
assess the effect of visual state, the
independent t-test along with Levenn test
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was employed. One-way Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) was applied for
investigating the effect of age. To examine
the simultaneous effect of visual state and
age and also visual state and gender, the
two-way ANOVA has been used. The
SPSS software was applied to the
statistical analyzes in which the
examination of the statistical effects was
evaluated in a level of significance α<0.05.
Results
The normality test showed that the data for
change of content, story narration and
change of location had normal distribution
(P>0.05).The visual state had statistically
significant effect on the story narration
(P<0.05), but did not have any statistically
significant effect on change of content and
change of location (P> 0.05). Comparing
the mean time of response between sighted
and blinded on the story narration
indicated that the mean time of sighted
individuals (58.7 s) was statistically more
than blinded ones (34.1 s). Also, age did
not have any statistically significant effect
on three false tasks (P> 0.05). In addition,
visual state and age did not have any
statistically simultaneous effect on all
tasks (P>0.05). Figure 1 contains the P
values along with the mean of responding
time to the tasks based on the factors.

Figure 1. P values based on the two-way ANOVA in the examination of the simultaneous effect of visual state
and age on the false belief tasks.
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Figure 2. P-values based on the two-way ANOVA in the examination of the simultaneous effect of visual state
and gender on false belief tasks.
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Discussion
The performance of the congenitally blind
children in three false belief tasks (change
of content, change of location, and story
narration) indicated that they have the
developed theory of mind like the sighted
children, but the blind children due to
delay in accessing environmental data,
achieve theory of mind knowledge at older
ages than the sighted children. This result
is in agreement with the researches of
Baron-Cohen (36, 32) and Pe´rez-Pereira
(37). Statistical analyzes showed that the
type of false belief tasks had impact on the
performance of individuals. Because,
congenitally blind children had the same
or even better performance than the
sighted ones in change of location and
change of content tasks. The only
difference between two groups was in the
story narration task which was statistically
significant.
The correct answers of two groups to the
memory questions indicated that there was
no difference between them in terms of
mental processing and cognitive functions.
But, the only prominent feature of the
blind children than the sighted ones was
their high focus and strong sense of
hearing. This outstanding ability of blind
individuals is confirmed by the researches
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of Kahn & Krubitzer (38), Sadato and
Collegueas (39), and Roder and
Collegueas (40). These researchers found
out that the blind individuals’occipital lobe
evolved for non-visual inputs. Therefore,
the occipital lobe in the blind establishes a
strong connection with auditory and tactile
senses which it makes them very capable
in these senses. Some reasons for spending
more time by normal children are as
follows: the sighted children understood
the story after several times repeating,
when some of them heard the story, they
recount it in their own words, and etc.
The blind children performed the change
of location task in less time than the
sighted children. The better performance
of blind children compared to those
sighted ones was not statistically
significant. Therefore, the blindness just
had effect on the story narration task
which it was statistically significant, while
the blindness did not have any effect on
the two other tasks like change of content,
change of location. The same performance
of the congenitally blind and sighted man
and woman indicated that gender did not
have any impact on the development of the
theory of mind and their better
performance.
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Conclusion
Among the three false belief tasks, the
congenitally blind children had only poor
performance in the story narration task.
Because this task compared to other tasks
was more dependent on the visual sense.
So, it can be concluded that blindness
leads to delay in the evolution of the
theory of mind. It is recommended that
congenitally blind children expose to

further tactile and olfactory inputs during
early infancy to fix this delay.
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